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compiler to exploit high ILP using EPIC techniques [SI. M-64
processor architecture implementing this concept is the
processor architecture where the compiler is responsible for
This paper evaluates performance of the Dynamically
efficiently exploiting the available ILP and keeps the
Inslructian Sch&led KlW P I S w pmcersor mhitechnz.
executions busy. Instead of the merits, the IA-64 processor has
The DISVLIW processor architecture is designed for
performance limitationsdue to static instruction scheduling and
dynamically scheduling VLIW instructions using dependency
the difficulty of complicated compiler design. In order to
information. Features such as rrplicit parallelirm. balanced
overcome c m n t performance bottlenecks in modem
scheduling effori, and 4namic scheduling of VLIW
architectures, a processor architecture that satisfies the
instructions can be used lo provide a sound structure for
following criteria is r e q u i d ( I ) balanced scheduling effort
supercompufing. We simulate fhe DISvLIW processor
between compile time and lun time, (2) dynamic instruction
architecture and show that the DISvLIWprocessor p e f o m
scheduling,and (3) reducing the size of object code.
signfkmtlj befter than the VLlW processor acrass voliour
This paper evaluates the ILP processor architecture called
numerical benchmark qplications.
Dynanucally Instruction Scheduled VLIW (DISVLIW) that
achieves these goals. Figure 1 shows a simple diagram of the
DISVLIW processor architecture. The DISVLIW processor is
1. Introduction
aimed specially at dynamic scheduling VLIW instructions with
dependency information. In order to schedule instructions
dynamically, the DISvLIW Processor uses functional unit and
Recent high performance processors have depended on
dynamic scheduler P&. Each dynamic schedder decides to
Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) to achieve high execution
issue the next instruction to the associated functional unit, or to
speed r1-81. veryL~~~ hsmctionword ( V L ~ is
) one
stall the functional unit due to possible resource collisions or
style of processor design that tries to achieve high
data dependenciesamong instructionsper e v q cycle.
levels of ILP by executing long instructions composed of
Such designing of the DISVLlW processor results in three
multiple instructions [2,3,4,6,7]. In the VLIW processors, the
positive characleii~tics.
First,theDISVLIW m m p h a d
compiler has complete responsibility for creating a package of
the use OfVLIW COmPila techniques to generate object
operations that can be simultaneously issued. The VLIW
code for DISVLIW. Second, the DISVLIW Processor can get
processors do not dynamically make any decisions about
higher cache effects, high cache hit m i 0 or reduced
multiple instruction issue and scheduling, and thus they are
processor
and fast. H
~ the VLIW
~
~
~ has ~ instruction
~ fetch
, time, due to the reduced object code sizes.
performance bottlenecks due to static instruction scheduling
and the unoptimized large object code containing a number of
NOPs (No Operations) and LNOPs (Long NOPs), where the
LNOP means a long instruction that has only NOPs.
Superscalar VLIW (SVLIW) is the improving style of
VLIW processor design that tries to execute object code
constructed by removing all LNOPs kom VLIW code [6,7].
The SVLlW processor also has a performance limitation
similar to the VLIW processor due to static scheduling
Another technique to overcome the VLIW performance
limitation problem is to allow the compiler to exploit high
ILP using Explicit Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC)
151._The basic EPIC .
minciule
.
. is that the comder should be K W " ! L M " m x % k b b Q : h ". r ~ .2 ~
able to indicate the inherent parallelism of programs explicitly
Figure 1. DISVLIW processor architecture
in the instruction sequence. The IA-64 architecture allows the
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instruction using dependency information in the instruction.
Such features can reduce the total number of execution cycles
of the DISVLIW processor better than those of other ILP
pmessors that statically schedule long instructions.

In order to store the information as hit vector, the compiler
allocates one bit for every other functional unit. If 1, depends
on a prior instruction la (k<j if /=i;k=l ...,n if / < i ) being
executed by functional unit FI,, the hit designating FI,in the
D,, is set to 1, Otherwise, it is set to zero.

2. DISVLIW compiler design

3. DISVLIW processor design

Thira the DISVLIW processor can dynamically schedule each

DISVLIW code generation can be subdivided into two
phases. The first phase, VLZWcodegeneration, contains two
schedulers: the software pipeliner for targeted cyclic regions
and the global code scheduler for all remaining regions
[2,3,4,6,7]. After the first phase, the result is VLIW code
composed by a sequence of long instructions so that each
long instruction can be executed per clock cycle without
violating data dependences or resource constraints. We can
maximize the use of the VLIW compiler techniques for the
first phase. In the second phase, dependency information
insertion, the VLIW code compactor compacts the VLIW
code by removing nearly all LNOPs and NOPs from the
generated VLIW code, and the dependency inserter then
inserts dependency information into each instruction in the
compacted VLIW code. It is necessary to express explicit
parallelism within the DLSVLIW object code for synchmnizatim
The result of both phases lepresents the fml DISVLIW code
composed of long instructions. Each long instruction has
multiple instructions that may depend on each other due to
data dependencies or resource collisions [6,7].
Figure 2 shows the example of the DISVLIW code
structure (N=4), where N equals the number of instructions
within one long instruction. Each instruction format
consists of an instruction I,, pre-dependency D,, and
post-dependency D,,.
1, refers to the I*(i=I,..,N)
instruction within the f h (i=l,..,M)long instruction. D,
provides information about functional units executing pnor
instructions that have dependencies with 1,. D
,,, provides
information about functional units that will execute
subsequent instructions that depend on I,. D,, and D,, are
individually composed of a hit vector that has ( N I ) hits.

The block diagam of the DISVLIW processor is shown in
Figure I. Each IQ stores an inshuction (separated m long
inshuction) in its own tail and individually prudes an
inshuction and dependency information stored in its own head
to decode unit and the associated DS. IQs are placed in h n t of
each FU. It seems l i e instructionswithin IQ issue in order, but
instructions among IQs slip with respect to each other. Each
Dc saves Dw of executed instructions on the associated FU.
Using the DC values, each DS dynamically decides whether to
assign the next instruction to the associated FU, or to stall the
FU due to resource collisions or data dependencies. D y ” c
scheduling allows instructions in different IQs (i.e. different
FUs) me synchronized by having DC at each FU.If there are N
FUs, then each FU has a Dc composed of N-I counters, 1
counter for every other FU. The processor also utilizes the BTB
structure for h m c h prediction
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Each DS in Figure 3 compares D,, of the next instruction
to counter values in the associated DC per a cycle. If iebit in
D,, Dip,, is set to 1, the DS checks Ci in the corresponding
location in the DC. If Ci is 0, it means that the execution of
prior dependent instruction hasn’t finished. That is, dz
returns zero. Otherwise, the execution of prior dependent
instruction has finished. That is, di returns 1. In order to
assign the next instruction to the associated FU, the DS
should confirm that the execution of all prior dependent
instructions is finished (all of d,retun 1).
c h e c k s i ~ od
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Figure 2. Compiler phases and long inshction format
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The equation above represents the logic for DS; necessary to
check the dependency between instructions for dynamic
scheduling: If check signal is 1, the DS, assigns the next
instruction to FU,. Otherwise, DS, have waited until the

5. Experiment

data dependencies or resource collisions between
instructions are solved. The ooerator "W means binarv
vector comparison. D",,~~C,.,'evaluates to true (That is,
1) if both of D "Ip,< and C i ~are
l 0 or C,.l is greater than D'.
lPre
(when D'-Ipmis set to I). the operator ". means logic
and. After assigns the next instruction, the DS,
simultaneously decrements the counter values in
corresponding location in its DC using the set bits in given
D.,
It is necessary to clear the D,,,, of the prior
instructions from the DC before next execution.

Using a simulator testbed, we evaluate the performances
of the VLIW, the SVLIW and the DISVLIW processor
architectures. The simulator starts with the MIPS
assembler, generating MIPS assembly code by compiling
C-language benchmarks. Next, the macro expander inputs
the MIPS assembly code while simultaneously expanding
macros. The Macro expander then passes the assembly
code to each parallelizer. Three parallelizers, each of
which is associated with a unique processor, are designed
with the ability to exploit lLP across basic blocks using
compile techniques such as register renaming, branch
prediction, function inlining and loop unrolling [6,7]. From
now on, VLIWc, VLIWs, and VLIWols individually mean
VLIW, SVLIW, and DISVLIW code, respectively.
For these experiments,processor speedups m calculatedby
dividing the total number of execution cycles of the VLIW
processor by the total number of cycles of the DISVLIW or the
SVLIW processor. In the Table I, the fixed parameters and the
variable parameters are also shown. Except when stated
otherwise,the default values were used in the simulations.

"

4. Dynamic scheduling strategies
Figure 4 shows dynamic execution examples of the
DlSVLIW code. We assume that the processor has three
untyped functional units. The DISVLIW compiler generates
the DISVLIW code from the assembly code in Figure 4(a).
From Figure 4@), we h o w that instruction sub.d within the
I* long instruction depends on previous instruction lwcl
executed by FU, since the first bit in DPreis set to 1. Figure
4(c) shows the changes of DC values according to the
execution of DISVLIW code. FU, fmt executes instruction
/we1 since Dp of hycl is 00, and simultaneouslyincrements
the Grst counters (indicating FUo) in the DC, and DC,
because DF, of lwcl is 11. Then, FU, and FU, individually
check DPreof insbuction sub.4 addd and the counter values
in its DC, and DC,. If both of them are greater than 0, FUl
and FU, simultaneously begin the execution of instructions
sub.d and 0dd.d. Then, FU, and FUz simultaneously decrements
the Grst counter value in its DCI and DC2 using set bits in
DF It is necessary to clear OF, of lnd h m each DC before
the execution of FUl and FU2. Figure 4(d) demonstrates the
execution steps of instructions in the DISVLIW code.
$f6,$f1,0
sub.d $f5,$f6,$flO
add.d $fl,$f6,$f4
addd $iX,$fS,$f6
muLd $flO,$f7,$fll
Iwcl

Table 1. Input parameters
Fixed Parameters
Recessor piwlme
Four-rtaee(F,D,UL, WE1
Decoded i&mctian size
4 byes
lnicgn insmciion latency
1 cycle
1-32 cycle
Floafing p i n t inrmction latency
Data cache size
Perfecr(no miss pmlty)
cache mapping melhod
Direct mapped
cache replacement p l i c y
LRUiLeart Recently Used)
Variable Parameters
A n u m b r r o f i n ~ n l r m t l f l ~ ~ ~ g - p ~2l2
~~it
4
"CXf loog insrmcflo" miss penakj
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Figure 4. Example of dynamic scheduling
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We chose numerical benchmarks that have a high proportion
of floating-point instructions because the DISVLIW processor
is more effective given dynamic instruction scheduling and
reduced object code size. Even though VLIWDIScontains many
bits of dependency information, the result indicates that
VLIWDrsaverages 45% smaller than VLIW, and is ahnost the
same size as VLIWs [7].
Figure 5 illustrates the impact of cache size on speedups of
the DISVLIW proceswr with respect to both the SVLIW and
VLIW processors. We varied the insbuction cache size h m
16k bytes to 32k bytes to compare pe&mance according to
changes in cache size. The speedups of the DISVLIW and the
SVLIW processors were measured relative to the VLIW
processor regardless of cache size. In this experiment, we
also reduced the number of loop iterations in each
benchmark to reduce simulation duration. These results
indicate that larger cache sizes result in smaller speedup
differences between the VLIW and DISVLIW processors.
At smaller cache sizes, the VLIW's performance is slower
due to higher cache miss rates. Unlike the VLIW, the
DISVLIW's performance is not as sensitive to cache size
due to its smaller object code. But as cache size increases,
performance Merence decreasesand the VLIW's performance

6. Conclusion

approaches that of the DISVLIW. Yet, even assuming perfect
cache, the DISVLIW is still faster than the VLIW’s
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The DISVLIW processor is a hybrid architecture that has
inherited features as ILP exploitation at compile-time of the
VLIW processor and dynamic scheduling at run-time of the
superscalar processor. The experimental evaluations have
shown that the DISVLIW processor achieves a high
speedup over the VLIW and the SVLIW processors for a
wide range of cache sizes and across various numerical
benchmarks. These performance gains of the DISVLIW
processor result from dynamic instruction scheduling and
size reduction of object code. The DISVLIW processor
architecture opens several new avenues of research.
Optimization of dependency information withim object code
and DISVLIW compilers are just a few examples that will
be investigated in future work.
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(b) cache size=32kbytes

Figure 5. Speedup according to changes in cache sizes
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Figure 6. Speedup according to scheduling strategies
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